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Audsance advocates to decision makers at all levels, federal, state, territory, and local, and partners with other organizations to bring new resources to dance. The organization works with dance practitioners, educators, scholars, and advocates to promote dance and profile its benefits through projects such as the Australian Youth Dance Festival (AYDF) and the Australian Dance Awards. AYDF was initiated by Ausdance National in 1997, and is a unique event on the Australian dance calendar with its focus on indigenous dance culture, creative development, and site-specific work. Its aim is to emphasize the value of dance for young people, both within education systems and beyond. The AYDF focuses on the region in which the festival is held, the stories of local indigenous people, and some of the ways in which these stories might be interpreted through dance. The AYDF profiles Australia’s rich regional and cultural diversity by holding each festival in a different region:

- 1997 – Darwin, Northern Territory
- 1999 – Townsville, Queensland
- 2001 – Armidale, NSW
- 2004 – Armidale, NSW
- 2006 – Horsham, Victoria
- 2009 – Mandurah, Western Australia
- 2012 – Mt. Penang Gardens, Gosford NSW

Participants of the AYDF include pre-professional dance artists, youth dance company members, school students, and relative beginners in dance, as well as dance teachers and Australia’s youth dance leaders. The festival has provided almost 2,000 young people from across Australia and overseas with forums, workshops, choreographic activities, and performances, led by a team of professional choreographers, teachers, and dancers. An artistic director facilitates the event by coordinating artistic support for tutors and indigenous advisers, facilitating daily showings and discussion about emerging movement ideas and advising on the final site-specific performances by the various tutor groups. The tutors are leading choreographers who are experienced in working with young people, and community dance artists who guide creative processes with students and teachers, and facilitate learning about local stories through dance.
The AYDF encourages young people to make, perform, and learn about dance through creating dance stories, particularly in regional Australia. The young people’s story-telling skills are developed by:

- Engaging with local indigenous communities and inviting them to tell the stories of the land and its people.
- Facilitating indigenous elders to guide the choreographers and students through local historical sites.
- Supporting tutors and students to develop these stories through dance over the following week.
- Presenting the works in a site-specific performance on the final day, and inviting local residents to participate as audience members.

The Festival also provides opportunities for young people to discuss youth dance policy, meet decision-makers, and offer recommendations for the sector, many of which are acted upon by funding bodies and organizations. And it provides teacher development through participation and networking, knowledge-sharing, curriculum discussions, performance preparation, and skill development.
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